Introduction
============

Recognition of the emotional state and intentions of others is a crucial skill for social interaction. Cues from facial expressions, prosody and body movements all provide valuable information for rapid interpretation of the social environment and allow for the adjustment of one's own behaviour to enhance social survival. Whereas most insights about the processing of social cues have been obtained from facial expressions, investigations of body posture and movement have become more prevalent. Cues from body movements and posture convey important information about the emotional state of people seen from a distance ([@ref-16]) and about the intensity of the emotion ([@ref-74]). Moreover, information from body posture and movements generally improve emotion recognition compared to when only the face is visible. Similarly, bodily cues that are inconsistent with the facial expression alter or slow down affective judgements ([@ref-1]; [@ref-71]; [@ref-5]). Evidence for the role of body cues for emotion recognition has been found for posture ([@ref-13]), gestures ([@ref-19]) arm/hand/head movements ([@ref-14]) and kinematic characteristics of movements, such as velocity, amplitude, fluidity of movements, or jerk movements ([@ref-8]; [@ref-11]; [@ref-31]). For example, [@ref-13] found similar emotion recognition in avatars from static emotional postures and static emotional faces for some basic emotions. This emotion specificity in postures has also been found for movements in dynamic stimuli. For instance, [@ref-14] showed that specific movements and orientations of the hands, arms, trunk and head of actors clustered uniquely for some emotions, such as hot anger, amusement and pleasure. Moreover, emotional state can be predicted above chance from motion features such as amplitude, speed and fluidity alone when actors make identical arm movements in different (acted) emotional states ([@ref-11]).

The above features of emotion recognition from body cues all discount any effects of the age of the observer, and of the actor. For face processing, however, a specific interaction has been found between one's own age and the age of the observed person, an effect known as the own-age bias ([@ref-58]). In this bias, faces of other people who are of a similar age as the observer are processed faster and more accurately. Participants tend to remember own-age faces better ([@ref-36]), are more distracted by own-age faces when engaged in an ongoing task ([@ref-23]), and look at own-age faces for longer ([@ref-21]). Moreover, own-age faces have been found to enhance activity in the prefrontal cortex compared to other-age faces. This enhanced activity has been related to higher interest and stronger engagement of self-referential processing when viewing own-age faces ([@ref-25]).

The own-age effect in face identity judgments has been explained by enhanced perceptual expertise from more extensive experience with people of the same age category ([@ref-34]; [@ref-58]; [@ref-76]; [@ref-77]). For example, in contrast to a control group with only infrequent contact with older adults, young geriatric nurses showed no own-age bias towards faces of older adults ([@ref-77]). Similarly, young teachers with frequent contact with children did not show the own-age memory bias observed in a standard control group ([@ref-34]).

While face identity detection tasks consistently demonstrate an own-age bias, the bias is less often observed for expression recognition. Some studies found age-congruence effects in expression categorization ([@ref-48]) and emotional state recognition (pleasant, unpleasant or no feeling; [@ref-59]), whereas other studies showed no age-congruence effect, neither for facial expression categorization (e.g., [@ref-21]; [@ref-24]; [@ref-25]) nor for expression intensity judgments ([@ref-38]). This may suggest that age-related features in faces are more relevant for identity than for expression judgments.

The extent to which the findings about the own-age bias in facial expression recognition can be generalized to body expression recognition is unknown. Body and facial cues for emotion recognition have been suggested to differ functionally and differential underlying neural processes have been proposed ([@ref-18]). It has been suggested, for example, that compared to facial expressions, body posture and movement convey more important information about action intentions of others and prepare the perceiver for adaptive reactions ([@ref-17]). Such a proposal is consistent with converging evidence from fMRI and MEG revealing category-specific activation for bodies and faces ([@ref-49]; [@ref-4]). Moreover, findings indicate that only emotional bodies, but not neutral bodies or emotional faces, activate cortical and subcortical motor related structures such as IFG, caudate and putamen ([@ref-17]; [@ref-70]), consistent with the idea that body expressions activate action-related neural structures.

Own-age biases in body expression recognition are consistent with simulation theories for action understanding and emotion recognition, involving neural structures such as the 'mirror-neuron system.' For example, similar responses to actions that were either observed or self-executed have been found for specific brain areas ([@ref-60]; [@ref-10]; [@ref-32]). An important implication of such findings in the context of the present research is that action understanding can be expected to depend on the observer's ability to produce the same action ([@ref-29]; [@ref-28]). Consistent with this idea, motor experience has been shown to be related to imitation and action understanding in early infancy (e.g., [@ref-72]; [@ref-56]). For example, mu- and beta desynchronizations (an EEG correlate of motor resonance) in 14--16 month old infants were stronger when viewing videos of other babies crawling, an action within the infants' motor repertoire, or walking, which the infants had no experience with yet ([@ref-72]). Furthermore, own-age biases were found in the priming of object grasps by hand shapes ([@ref-45]). Times to initiate grasps were shorter when own age grasping hands were shown before one's own grasp, an effect attributed to motor resonance ([@ref-45]).

Similar to action observation, observing emotions in others can be expected to give rise to experiencing the same emotion due to overlap in activation of brain representations ([@ref-7]; [@ref-15]; [@ref-52]; for comprehensive review, see [@ref-37]; [@ref-55]; [@ref-51]; [@ref-78]). The role of simulation in body expression recognition has been demonstrated by the enhancement of subjective ratings of one's own emotional state by either observing, imagining or actually executing the movements associated with specific emotions ([@ref-66]). Moreover, people who suffer from alexythemia (characterized by a reduced ability to perceive one's own emotions) were found to be less confident in their judgments about the emotional valence of a social scene, suggesting a link between one's own experience of emotion and the perception of emotional state in others ([@ref-46]). In most models of emotion processing, expression identification involves extensive neural networks where simulation is integrated with perceptual and conceptual processes ([@ref-52]; [@ref-10]; [@ref-55]; [@ref-51]).

The present study examines whether the own-age bias found for face perception and in action perceptions extends to emotion recognition from body cues. Such a bias may be expected from shared neural representations for action perception and production ([@ref-60]; [@ref-10]; [@ref-32]) and from changes in postural and motor control across the life-span (e.g., [@ref-65]; [@ref-57]). As a consequence, emotion recognition from body cues may be enhanced when the age of the observer and the observed person overlaps. The present work specifically focuses on motion cues, as kinematics can be expected to be strongest influenced by age. To isolate motion cues from any other body cues (e.g., body size, gender, race), Point Light Displays (PLDs) were used. These are videos of markers attached to joints in moving people, typically shown as moving white dots on a dark background. PLDs of children, young adults and older adults enacting whole body expressions of six basic emotions were created and were presented to participants of the same three age-groups. Past research has suggested that people can categorize emotions from PLDs with high accuracy, particularly when the actors have been encouraged to exaggerate their whole body responses ([@ref-2]; [@ref-3]).

Two experiments were undertaken. While the observers in Experiment 1 were unaware of the actors' ages, observers in Experiment 2 were informed about the actors' ages. This difference tested whether knowing someone's age group helps in recognizing emotion from PLDs. In both experiments, observers of different age groups were asked to recognize emotions from PLDs of different age groups. Experiment 1 compared children, young adults and older adults, while Experiment 2 compared children and younger adults. The role of experience with certain age groups ([@ref-34]; [@ref-58]; [@ref-76]; [@ref-77]) was examined by incorporating a measure of contact with other age groups in the analysis.

If body expression categorization is characterized by own-age biases, the results should confirm an age-congruency effects, characterized by higher accuracy for PLDs of actors who are of the same age-group as the viewer. Potential interactions with previously reported influences on body expression categorization, such as the emotion expressed (e.g., [@ref-2]) will be explored in a second analysis.

Experiment 1
============

Experiment 1 investigated whether an own-age bias is found for body expression recognition from PLDs when no information is given about the actors' ages. In the presence of such a bias, recognition performance should show a cross-over interaction between the observer's age and the observed person's age ([@ref-48]), with strongest performance when the age of the observer and the actor overlap and weaker performance otherwise.

Methods
-------

### Participants

Participants from the different age groups were recruited by different means. Fifty-six young adults (23 males, age = 19.4 ± 0.99 years; 33 females, age = 19.6 ± 2.8 years) were recruited via the Subject Pool of the School of Psychology at the University of Lincoln. Thirty-four older adults aged 65 or older (15 men, age = 73.6 ± 5.6 years, 19 women, age = 73.7 ± 4.8 years) were recruited locally via advertisements. The cognitive status of older participants was assessed with the Mini Mental State examination. All older participants obtained a score of 28 or more out of a maximum score of 30, thereby exceeding the criterion score that would indicate cognitive decline (24). Children (40 boys and 34 girls) aged between 6 and 10 years old (7.6 ± 0.13), were recruited and tested during a 'Summer Science' week organised by the School of Psychology. The sample sizes for each age-category of participants was determined by (1) the number of participants who signed up for the study via the Subject Pool (young adults), (2) the number of older adults who responded to the local advertisements, and (3) the number of children who participated in the Summer Science week. The sample was collected as a whole without any intermediate statistical analysis and therefore optional stopping was avoided.

Informed written consent was obtained from participants and from the parents of the children. All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision. Ethical approval was obtained from the School of Psychology Research Ethics Committee, University of Lincoln (Reference number: 131218-pp). All procedures complied with the British Psychological Society "Code of Ethics and Conduct" and with the World Medical Association Helsinki Declaration as revised in October 2008.

### Materials

Seventy-two clips of amateur actors enacting whole body expressions of six expressions (happy, sad, anger, fear, surprise and disgust) and three actions (kicking, throwing and digging) were recorded in the Biomechanics Laboratory in the School of Sport and Exercise Science at the University of Lincoln (<http://www.lincoln.ac.uk/home/sport/>). Local professional and amateur actors (e.g., students from the drama school of the University of Lincoln or members of local amateur theatre groups) performed the recorded movements. Actors consisted of 4 children (two boys, 8 and 9 years old and two girls, 9 and 10 years old), 4 older adults (2 women, 70 and 72 years of age and 2 men, 72 and 74 years of age) and 4 young adults (2 women, 21 years old and 2 men, 21 and 22 years old). Informed consent was obtained from all actors and from the parents of the children.

Acting of whole body expressions was directed by a professional theatre and film director/actor (Ben Keaton) to optimise performance of the amateur actors. Each actor was instructed to start and finish in a neutral body position, with legs slightly apart and arms resting to the side of the body. The scenario approach was used during recording of the body expressions ([@ref-74]; [@ref-2]; [@ref-61]; [@ref-33]) to ensure that the PLDs displayed clearly discernible and high intensity expressions ([@ref-2]). Each scenario, describing a situation that is likely to induce a strong emotional response, was outlined by the director at the beginning of each recording. Actors were encouraged to imagine how they would feel in the situation described and to act out how they would express this feeling with their whole body.

Scenarios varied slightly for the three age groups to ensure relevance of the theme. For example, one adult scenario for 'hot anger' describes a situation where one of the drivers of two cars, involved in a minor car crash, falsely accuses the other driver (the actor) of irresponsible and bad driving, despite the fact that the actor was innocent. For children, one scenario describes a situation where the child actor is falsely accused by the parent of causing a fight with a sibling or close friend.

Motion capture was undertaken using ten Raptor cameras sampling at 150 Hz through Motion Analysis Cortex (Motion Analysis Corporation, Santa Rosa, CA, USA). The three-dimensional trajectories of retroreflective markers attached to 42 anatomical landmarks on the head, trunk, arms and legs were recorded. These data were used as input for custom code in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) that generated the final point-light displays (PLDs) of white dots moving against a black background. Fifteen points were shown: the centre of the head, the base of the neck (at the level of the suprasternale), the base of the spine (at approximately the level of the fifth lumbar vertebra), and the left and right shoulder, elbow, wrist, hip, knee and ankle joint centers. The motions were smoothed using a zero-lag, fourth-order, low-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 6 Hz. The final clips were five seconds in duration and displayed whole body motions from the frontal viewpoint.

### Procedure

The experiment was conducted with a laptop (HP Pavilion TouchSmart15). Before the experimental trials, there was a practice block of nine trials. This practice block consisted of clips of three different types of actions (kicking, throwing and digging) and six additional practice clips for each expression. At this stage, the adult participants were also introduced to the confidence rating requested after each clip. For young and older adults, the action and practice trials were followed by the main task consisting of 72 trials. Participants provided their responses verbally, after which they were immediately entered into a computer by the experimenter. The task was therefore paced by the speed of vocal responses given by the participants. Each trial started with the word "Ready?" presented in the centre of the screen. Participants were required to indicate verbally that they were ready to continue. The clip was presented for 4 s, followed by a screen displaying the six response options. After the verbal response of the participant (entered by the experimenter), adults were asked to give a confidence rating of their answer: "How confident are you? 1 = not confident at all, 9 = extremely confident". Once the rating was entered, the "Ready?" screen for the next trial appeared. After completion of the experiment, participants filled in a brief questionnaire including questions about the average number of hours per month spent with children, young adults or older adults. Although confidence ratings for emotion recognition in the PLDs were collected, these ratings were not directly relevant for the aim of the present study and are therefore not further described.

While for young and older adults, a large number of stimuli could be presented, testing time was restricted for children (with a maximum testing time of around 15 min per participant, imposed by the ethics approval). The number of trials was therefore reduced for children to a total of 18 trials, which also allowed for some time to introduce the emotion labels to the children. In this introduction, children were presented with six slides containing cartoon figures with high intensity facial expressions and were asked to label the expression with the following question: "What are they feeling?" The intended expressional label or a synonym was mentioned by all children for five out of six expressions (e.g., 'cross' for angry or 'scared' for fearful). The exception was disgust, where some children used an alternative way to describe the expression, e.g., "doesn't like it" or "yuck!" In these instances, the experimenter would introduce the label 'disgust' to the child but their own synonyms were also accepted during the testing sessions.

Children were presented with 18 clips, which were of one female child, one young adult female and one older adult female. Selection was based on categorization responses of the young adult participants who were tested before data collection of the children. To optimize the youngest children's performance, models with the highest accuracy score were selected. Although accuracy to PLDs for male and female actors were not significant different (t(55) = 1.25; *p* = 0.216), the highest mean accuracy scores were mostly associated with female models. After the children completed the experiment, the parent filled in the questionnaire including questions about how much time the child spends with people of own and other age-groups per month.

Results
-------

### Body expression recognition

Statistical analyses applying generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) were conducted with the lme4 package in R. Generalized mixed models, which account for random factors while modelling variance associated with experimental factors, have been suggested to be more appropriate for analysis of categorical responses compared to standard ANOVA models ([@ref-41]). For the analysis of accuracy, responses were coded as correct or incorrect. Two predictive models were tested against each other. Model 1 focused on the key prediction for this study: If own-age biases influence body expression categorization accuracy, then a significant interaction between the age category of the viewer ('Age-Viewer'; children, young adults, older adults) and the age category of the actor ('Age-Actor'; children, younger adults, older adults) could be expected. This interaction effect could be expected to be characterized by more correct responses for body expressions posed by actors who belong to the same age category as the viewer. The complexity of the model was increased in Model, 2 where factors that have previously been shown to influence emotion recognition were added: Type of Emotion (anger, happy, fear, sad, disgust and surprise; [@ref-2]; [@ref-3]) and Gender of the viewer ([@ref-42]). In both Models, variability between participants ('Subjects') and the different video clips ('Item') were included as random factors.

![Experiment 1: percentage correct responses for viewers (Young viewers, Older viewers, Child Viewers) as a function of Age-of-Actor: (Young actors, Older actors, Children).](peerj-04-2796-g001){#fig-1}
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###### Experiment 1: results of a mixed models analysis.

Generalized linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood (Laplace Approximation) \['glmerMod'\], Family: binomial (logit): Formula Model 1: proportion correct responses ∼agegroup + ageactor + agegroup \* ageactor + (1 \| su) + (1 \| itemnr), Model 2: proportion correct responses ∼agegroup + ageactor + agegroup \* ageactor + emotion + emotion \* agegroup + (1 \| Subjects) + (1 \| Items).

![](peerj-04-2796-g005)

                           Subjects and items   
  ------------------------ -------------------- --------------
  **Model 1**                                   
  ***Fixed factors:***                          
  Intercept                1.93 (0.42)          \<0.001
  Age-Viewer               −.64 (.12)           ***\<.001***
  Age-Actor                −.24 (.19)           .19
  Age-Actor × Age-Viewer   .11 (.05)            ***.036***
  *AIC*                    *8,664*              
  *BIC*                    *8,706*              
  *Random factors*         *Variance (SD)*      
  Subjects (Intercept)     0.17 (0.41)          
  Items                    1.32 (1.14)          
  **Model 2**                                   
  ***Fixed effects:***                          
  Intercept                3.73 (.46)           \<.001
  Age-Viewer               −.81 (.15)           ***\<.001***
  Age-Actor                −.25 (.15)           .11
  Emotion                  −.49 (.073)          ***\<.001***
  Gender                   −.03 (.08)           .72
  Age-Actor × Age-Viewer   .11 (.005)           ***.032***
  Emotion × Age Viewer     .04 (.023)           *.056*
  *AIC*                    *8,632*              
  *BIC*                    *8,695*              
  *Random factors*         *Variance (SD)*      
  Subjects (Intercept)     0.16 (0.4)           
  Items                    0.77 (0.88)          

[Figure 1](#fig-1){ref-type="fig"} provides an overview of the results, by plotting the average accuracy across participants after first averaging across trials. [Figure 1](#fig-1){ref-type="fig"} suggests that while performance was slightly better for their own age group in young and older adults, children did not shown an own age advantage. These results, however, do not include effects of the acted emotion and gender of the viewer. They also do not take into account the variability across items. In order to better evaluate the relative contribution of these effects, general linear models were fitted to the data and compared ([Table 1](#table-1){ref-type="table"}).

The random factors in these models capture the variability in the data across participants and items (random intercepts). The Akaike information criterion (AIC) was used to compare the relative contribution of these two random factors to the two Models ([@ref-73]): [Table 2](#table-2){ref-type="table"} shows that AIC values are reduced when a random factor for 'Items' is included compared to when only a random factor for subjects is included, suggesting that the variation across items influences body expression accuracy substantially. AIC values were slightly lower when both Subjects and Items were included as random factor (AIC = 8,632) compared to when only Items were included (AIC = 9,379). Both random factors were therefore included in all Mixed Linear Model analyses reported here. AIC and BIC values were smaller for Model 2, suggesting a better fit when the Model includes the fixed factors Emotion and Gender.
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###### Experiment 2: results of mixed models analysis.

Generalized linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood (Laplace Approximation) \['glmerMod'\], Family: binomial (logit): Formula Model 1: proportion correct responses ∼agegroup + ageactor + agegroup \* ageactor + (1 \| su) + (1 \| itemnr), Model 2: proportion correct responses ∼agegroup + ageactor + agegroup \* ageactor + emotion + emotion \* agegroup + (1 \| Subjects) + (1 \| Items).

![](peerj-04-2796-g006)

                           Subjects and items   
  ------------------------ -------------------- --------------
  **Model 1**                                   
  ***Fixed factors:***                          
  Intercept                2.45 (.61)           \<.001
  Age-Viewer               −1.1 (.34)           ***\<.001***
  Age-Actor                −.33 (.24)           .19
  Age-Actor × Age-Viewer   .23 (.14)            .10
  *AIC*                    *4,606*              
  *BIC*                    *4,644*              
  *Random factors*         *Variance (SD)*      
  Subjects (Intercept)     0.49 (0.71)          
  Items                    1.55 (1.24)          
  **Model 2**                                   
  ***Fixed effects:***                          
  Intercept                4.4 (.72)            \<.001
  Age-Viewer               −1.5 (.43)           ***\<.001***
  Age-Actor                −.32 (.22)           .14
  Emotion                  −.57 (.10)           ***\<.001***
  Gender                   −.03 (.15)           .81
  Age-Actor × Age-Viewer   .23 (.14)            .10
  Emotion × Age-Viewer     .09 (.06)            .14
  *AIC*                    *4,577*              
  *BIC*                    *4,634*              
  *Random factors*         *Variance (SD)*      
  Subjects (Intercept)     0.48 (0.69)          
  Items                    0.9 (0.95)           

#### Model 1 (confirmatory analysis): own age bias

A significant interaction effect between Age-Viewer × Age-Actor was found for Model 1. While such an interaction may suggest an own age bias in the data, a pattern of results consistent with the own age bias was only found for younger and older adults, who both showed a trend towards superior performance for their own age group ([Fig. 1](#fig-1){ref-type="fig"}). Children, however, showed strongest performance for young adult actors, suggesting that although a significant interaction was found, the data do not provide strong evidence for an own age bias. To test the statistical significance of these observed patterns, post-hoc tests were conducted for each of the three age groups separately, testing the effect of the age of the actor. Importantly, no effect of actor' age-group was found, neither for young adult viewers (*z* =  − 0.87, *p* = 0.38), nor for older adult viewers (*z* =  − 0.42, *p* = 0.68) or child viewers (*z* =  − 0.38, *p* = 0.71). To further explore possible explanations for the interaction, the effect of viewer's age and actor's age was analysed separately for pairs of viewer age-group. The results show that the strongest interaction was found when only young adults and children were included in the analysis (*z* = 1.81, *p* = 0.071), a weaker interaction when only older adults and children were included (*z* = 1.34, *p* = 0.17), and an even weaker interaction when older adults and younger adults were considered (*z* = 0.85, *p* = 0.39). Importantly, none of these interactions effects reached statistical significance. The overall interaction effect therefore depends on the comparison of all three groups of viewers and all three age groups of age actors. The strongest interaction in direct group comparisons was found between young adults and children, but looking at the data in [Fig. 1](#fig-1){ref-type="fig"}, this interaction is not linked to the predicted cross-over interaction. It is therefore more likely that the interaction effect is driven by differences in performance between viewer groups. Significant effects of viewer age-group (including all three viewer age-groups) were indeed found for PLDs of young adult actors (*z* =  − 7.8, *p* \< 0.001), older adult actors (*z* = 3.13, *p* = 0.0018) and child actors (*z* = 5.67, *p* \< 0.001). Post-hoc comparisons of viewer age-groups, separately for each actor-age group showed that while younger adult viewers outperformed both older adult viewers and children for all three actor age-group conditions (*p* ≤ 0.001), older adult viewers performed better compared to child viewers for PLDs of young adult actors only (*p* = 0.038), whereas this difference was not significant for PLDs of older adult actors and child actors (*p* ≥ 0.23).

So far we have only considered random intercepts. However, [@ref-6] argue that including random slopes could be beneficial for generalizability of the Model. For our confirmatory analysis, we therefore determined whether inclusion of random slopes would significantly improve the fit of Model 1. Chi-square test results showed however, that the additional degrees of freedom introduced by the random slopes did not significantly improved the Model fit (Chi square (*df* = 2) = 1.34; *p* = 0.51).

#### Model 2 (exploratory analysis)

Model 1 only takes into account the age of the actor and the age of the observer. Stimuli, however, also varied in the emotion they conveyed, and we also recorded the gender of the viewer. The effects of these factors were examined in Model 2. This model revealed statistically significant contributions of Age-Viewer, Emotion and Emotion × Age-Viewer, whereas the effect of Gender-Viewer was not significant. The Age-Viewer × Age-Actor interaction, that was significant in Model 1, remained and its associated statistics were largely unaffected by the inclusion of emotion and Gender-Viewer.

[Figure 2](#fig-2){ref-type="fig"} explores the nature of the effects of emotion and the interaction with the age of the viewer. These data suggest that anger, happiness, fear and sadness were more easily recognized than disgust and surprise. Children were good a recognizing sad emotions (better than the older participants), while they were performing worse for disgust and surprise. Bonferroni corrected (15 comparisons, critical *p*-value = 0.00333) post-hoc analyses on subsets of the data (e.g., only happy and sad stimuli) using the same Model 2 for the analysis, showed significant differences between Anger and Disgust, Anger and Surprise, Happy and Disgust, Happy and Surprise, Fear and Disgust, Fear and Surprise, Sad and Disgust, and Sad and Surprised (all *p*'s \<0.001). The main effect of emotion for the Fear-Disgust comparison was accompanied by a significant interaction with age of the viewer (*p* = 0.0029), reflecting the particular high accuracy in children in the Sad condition and low accuracy for Disgust stimuli. Comparison of younger and older adults showed a significant effect of emotion (*p* \< 0.001) and an interaction between emotion and age-group (*p* \< 0.001). Bonferroni corrected comparisons between younger and older adults for each of the emotions showed that older viewers were significantly worse for Fear and Sad stimuli (*p* \< 0.001). A comparison between young adults and children showed an effect of emotion, age-group, but no emotion by age-group interaction, reflecting the overall worse performance for children, and differences in the emotions overall. A comparison between older adults and children showed a significant emotion by age-group interaction, but no main effect of emotion. Interestingly, this interaction appears to be driven by differences for the Fear emotion alone (*p* = 0.0017), when gender of the viewer, and the interaction between age of the viewer and age of the actor are taken into account.

![Percentage correct responses for viewers (Young viewers, Older viewers, Child Viewers) as a function of body expression (Anger, Happy, Fear, Sad, Disgust and Surprise).](peerj-04-2796-g002){#fig-2}

#### Contact

Potential associations between contact and accuracy in body expression categorization were first explored with correlations between the estimated number of hours per month (HPM) spent with children, younger adults and older adults and the average percentage correct responses (collapsed over expression) to body expressions posed by children, young adults, and older adults. These analyses revealed only one borderline significant positive linear relationship: for child viewers only, the amount of contact with older adults correlated positively with accuracy of children for clips of older actors (Pearson's *r* = 0.23, *p* = 0.05). All remaining correlations in all three age groups were not significant. Moderated Linear Regression ([@ref-35]) was subsequently used to explore if the age-group of the viewer is a significant moderating factor for the relationship between contact with older adults and percentage correct categorizations of body expressions posed by older adults. Age-group of the viewer was coded as a binary variable, contrasting child viewers with adult viewers. Age-group Viewer and children's contact with older adults (estimated average hours of contact per month (HPM-older adults)) were entered as predictors for percentage correct responses to expression posed by older adults in the first step of the hierarchical model (Model 1). After centring the means to reduce collinearity, the interaction term (Age-group Viewer × HPM-older adults) was added in the second step (Model 2). Model 1 accounted for a significant amount of variance in children's ability to recognize body expression posed by older actors (*R*^2^ = 0.09, F(2,161) = 7.9, *p* = 0.001). Addition of the interaction effect in Model 2 revealed a significant change in *R*^2^ (*R*^2^ change = 0.025, F(1, 160) = 4.4, *p* = 0.036), suggesting a moderating factor of Age-group Viewer on the relationship between children's contact with older adults and their percentage correct responses to body expression posed by older adults. Additional analysis of the slopes separately for the age groups showed a significant positive slope for children (*B* = 0.41; *t* = 1.98, *p* = 0.05) which was not significant for adults (*B* =  − 0.057; *t* = 0.1.3, *p* = 0.13).

Discussion
----------

Experiment 1 set out to investigate whether emotion recognition in other people's body movements (shown as point light walker, PLDs) shows an own-age bias, where highest performance can be expected when the age of the observer and the age of the observed person agree. An own age bias was hypothesized from the shared neural representation of action performance and observation, and the age-related constraints on one's own body movements. The findings of Experiment 1 revealed a significant interaction effect between age of the viewer and of the actor, yet this interaction did not reflect the pattern of results predicted by an own-age biases (i.e., higher accuracy for one's own age group). Children, in particular, showed better performance for young adult actors than for child actors, although none of these within group comparisons reached statistical significance. The finding that body expression recognition was not clearly characterized by age-congruency in the present study effects seems to be in line with the facial expression literature, where the majority of studies found no evidence for an own-age bias in facial expression processing ([@ref-21]; [@ref-24]; [@ref-25]; [@ref-38], but see [@ref-48]; [@ref-59]). Analysis of Model 2 further revealed that in line with previous findings, young adults outperformed both older adults (e.g., [@ref-39]) and children ([@ref-61]) and performance depended on the emotion considered. These findings will be discussed in more detail in the General Discussion.

Part of our findings could be explained from exposure to the different age groups. We found a relationship between children's contact with older people and their ability to recognize expressions in older actors, suggesting that regular contact with older adults may facilitate children's ability to recognize emotional state of older people. Associations between contact and recognition performance have been consistently reported for face identify recognition ([@ref-34]; [@ref-76]; [@ref-77]), whereas contact associations with emotion expression recognition are less commonly found. In the one study that found an association between amount of contact and emotion recognition, young adults demonstrated lower accuracy in facial expression categorization of older adults if they had more contact with their own age group, but the reverse effect was not observed in older adults ([@ref-22]). They argued that high interest of young adults in their own-age group may be associated with less interest in older adults, resulting in a reduced ability to recognize older people's emotional state. In contrast to these findings, the current results suggest that body expression recognition in young adults is not influenced by the amount of contact they have with people of their own age or with other age-groups.

One factor which complicates direct comparisons between evidence from the facial expression literature and the results of the current study is that recognition of the ages of the actors is less obvious for PLDs than for faces ([@ref-26]). Knowledge of the actor's age is likely to be beneficial for identification of certain body expressions. For instance, knowing that the observed actor may have reduced movement velocity due to old age could be beneficial when deciding on more ambiguous expressions of 'active' emotions, such as anger ([@ref-14]). In addition, own-age biases have been linked to participants' awareness of the actors' ages ([@ref-36]). To investigate whether being aware of the age of the actor in the stimulus influences performance, Experiment 2 replicated the paradigm of Experiment 1 in young adults and children (the two age groups from which recruitment was most straightforward), but now participants were informed about the actor's age before presentation of the stimulus.

Experiment 2
============

Experiment 2 aims to investigate whether knowing the age of the actors in PLDs influences how body expressions of emotions are perceived by young adults and children.

Methods
-------

### Participants

Thirty-six young adults (17 men, age = 20.6 ± 1.16, 18 women, age = 21.1 ± 1.52) and 97 children (40 boys and 50 girls) participated in this study (7.42 ± 0.13). Young adults were recruited via the Subject Pool of the School of Psychology at the University of Lincoln and children were recruited and tested during a 'Summer Science' week organised by the School of Psychology (one year from data collection for Experiment 1).

### Procedure

The procedures for the testing sessions of young adults and children were identical to those used in Experiment 1 with the following minor changes: Each clip was preceded by a sentence indicating the age-group (e.g., "The next clip shows an older adult"), confidence ratings for young adults were not recorded, and the measure for contact was changed from the number of hours per month to eight response categories (adapted from [@ref-22]): less than once per year, once per year, 2/3 times per year, once per month, 2/3 times per month, once per week, 2/3 times per week, more than 3 times per week. The reason for this latter change was that anecdotal reports of participants in Experiment 1 had indicated that that guessing the number of contact hours per month can be difficult.

![Experiment 2: percentage correct responses for viewers (Young viewers and Child Viewers) as a function of Age-of-Actor (Young actors, Older actors and Children).](peerj-04-2796-g003){#fig-3}

Results
-------

### Body expression recognition accuracy

[Figure 3](#fig-3){ref-type="fig"} provides an overview of the main results of Experiment 2. These results suggest that performance by the younger adults exceeded that of the children and that the highest performance can be found for young actors. To examine the statistical significance of these observations and to incorporate other factors, such the perceived emotion and the gender of the viewer, the same two models as in Experiment 1 were fitted to the data, as shown in  [Table 2](#table-2){ref-type="table"}.

Model 1: [Table 2](#table-2){ref-type="table"} shows that for experiment 2, in contrast to Experiment 1, the interaction effect between Age-Viewer and Age-Actor was no longer significant for the two models considered. Inclusion of the random slopes did not significantly increase the fit of Model 1(Chi-square (*df* = 2) = 0.95; *p* = 0.62). Comparison of the data plots for Experiment 1 ([Fig. 1](#fig-1){ref-type="fig"}) and Experiment 2 ([Fig. 3](#fig-3){ref-type="fig"}) suggests that the overall pattern of results in Experiment 2 is similar to that in Experiment 1, with highest performance for younger actors in both age groups and higher performance by young adult observers. This suggests that adding information about the age of the actor did not influence the results. Such a conclusion is confirmed by an analysis comparing the results of Experiments 1 and 2, testing the effects of the age of the actor, age of the viewer, experiment number and all of the interactions. The three-way interaction was not significant (*z* = 0.16, *p* = 0.87), and neither were any of the two-way interaction (all *p* \> 0.33). The age of actor by age of viewer interaction was not significant across both experiments (*p* = 0.335), and only the effect of the age of the viewer was significant (*z* = 2.71, *p* = 0.0067). Post-hoc comparisons for the two age groups separately did not reveal an effect of age of the actors (*both p-values* \>  0.70). Post-hoc Bonferroni corrected comparisons (*N* = 3) for each actor age group showed significant differences between young adult viewers and children for young adult actors (*z* = 3.68, *p* \< 0.001), older adult actors (*z* = 2.83, *p* = 0.0046), and borderline significant differences for child actors (*z* = 1.94, *p* = 0.053).

![Experiment 2: percentage correct responses for viewers (Young viewers and Child Viewers) as a function of body expression (Anger, Happy, Fear, Sad, Disgust and Surprise).](peerj-04-2796-g004){#fig-4}

Model 2: differences between age groups for each emotion are shown in [Fig. 4](#fig-4){ref-type="fig"}. As in Experiment 1, performance was better for the more basic emotions, but this time children performed lower for Fear emotions. The significant effect of emotion is confirmed in Model 2, as shown in [Table 2](#table-2){ref-type="table"}. Also this pattern of results did not differ from Experiment 1. Testing the interaction with experiment of Model 2 did not reveal any significant interactions and only the effects of emotion (*z* = 4.01, *p* \< 0.001) and age-group (*z* = 1.99, *p* = 0.046) remained. Testing the interaction between age of the observer and age of the actor for each emotion separately with Bonferroni corrected comparisons (corrected critical *p*-value = 0.05/6 = 0.0083) revealed significant interactions between actor age and viewer age only for Fear (*p* \< 0.001). In a direction comparison, a non-significant three-way interaction between age of the actor, age of the viewer and the experiment (*z* = 0.92, *p* = 0.36) suggests that this interaction for Fear was not influenced by age information about the actors. The results of Experiment 2 therefore replicate those of Experiment 1, and therefore the source of the interaction between age of the actor and the age of the viewer in Experiment 1 must need to be sought in the inclusion of older adults in the first experiment (even though it is the group of children who most clearly violate the own age bias in both experiments).

#### Contact

Initial exploration of potential associations between contact and accuracy were conducted with tests of correlations (Spearman Rho) between estimated contact with people of different age groups (rating 1--8) and categorization accuracy. Ratings for children's contact with other children were excluded from these analyses as only values 7 (9%) and 8 (90%) were selected. Similar to Experiment 1, only one significant relationship was found: For children only, estimated amount of contact with older adults was significantly related to percentage correct responses for clips of older actors (Rho = 0.38; *p* \< 0.001). Moderated Linear Regression was used to investigate if Age-group of the viewer (young adults vs. children) moderates the relationship between contact and percentage correct categorizations of body expressions posed by older adults. Model 1 accounted for a significant amount of variance in children's ability to recognize body expression posed by older actors (*R*^2^ = 0.*R*^2^, F(2,130) = 8.3, *p* \< 0.001). Inclusion of the interaction effect after centring of means resulted in a significant change in *R*^2^ (*R*^2^ change = 0.036, F(1, 129) = 5.5, *p* = 0.02). Analysis of the slopes separately for young adults and children revealed a significant positive slope for children (B = 3.46; t = 4.09, *p* \< 0.001) which was not significant for adults (*B* =  − 1.19; *t* = 0.7, *p* = 0.46)

The initial exploratory analysis of correlations between contact and accuracy revealed that the relationship between contact with older adults and accuracy for body expressions of older adults was only significant for younger children (six year old children: Rho = 0.57; *p* = 0.001; seven year old children: Rho = 0.38, *p* = 0.042). To verify if this selective effect for young children could have been due to differences in group sizes, eight, nine and ten year old children were combined for this exploratory correlation analysis to increase the sample size, yet the relationship remained non-significant for the older children. To investigate whether the effects of contact on accuracy is emotion-specific, six and seven year old children (who showed the strongest relationship between contact and accuracy) were divided into two groups: Children with low contact with older adults (*N* = 17) or with more frequent contact with older adults (2--3 times per year or more, *N* = 39). Group-wise comparisons showed that differences between the two groups were most pronounced for angry expressions (*t*(95) = 3.3; *p* = 0.001) and happy expressions (*t*(95) = 2.5; *p* = 0.012).

General Discussion
==================

The aim of the present study was to investigate the own-age bias and the role of contact in categorizations of emotions from other people's body movements, shown in the form of point light displays (PLDs), to isolate the movement component from any other possible clues about the other person's emotion. In the first experiment, no information about the age group of the actors was provided in advance, whereas in a second experiment participants were informed about the age of the actor before the PLD was shown. Comparison of the two experiments showed however, that knowing the age group of the actor did not influence the results. Experiment 1 showed a significant interaction between the observer's own age and the age of the actor, yet the pattern of results (in both experiments) was not consistent with the predicted pattern of results for own-age biases (where highest performance would be expected for PLDs of actors who belong to the same age-group as the viewer). [Figure 1](#fig-1){ref-type="fig"} shows a trend suggestive of a small advantage in accuracy for young adults viewing young adult actors and older adults viewing older adult actors. However, when the analysis only included older and young adult viewers, the interaction effect between viewer's age and actor's age was not significant. Likewise, when only older adult viewers and child viewers were included in the analysis, the interaction was again not significant. In addition, the interaction between viewer's age and actor's age was not significant when child viewers and young adult viewers were analysed, even when the data of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 were pooled. The trend for child viewers also seems inconsistent with the the own age bias given that child viewers were somewhat better at categorizing young adult actors than child actors. Moreover, the effect of actor's age was not significant, neither for young adult viewers, older adult viewers nor for children, in both Experiments. Together, these non-significant results are difficult to reconcile with an age-congruency effect in body expression categorization from PLD. Instead, comparisons between viewer age-groups showed that the interaction observed in Experiment 1 is more likely driven by an advantage for older adult viewers compared to child viewers for PLDs of young adult actors only.

We did, however, find a consistent positive association between the extent of the contact of young children with older adults and their ability to categorize older adults' expressions. This latter finding suggests that exposure to older adults in early childhood may be important for enhancing recognition of emotions in older adults at that age. Across the two experiments, we also found that basic emotions (fear, sadness, anger and happiness) could be more easily recognized than more complex emotions (disgust and surprise).

There are several possible reasons why the present study did not produce results consistent with an own-age bias in recognition of emotions from PLDs. One possible explanation is that emotion categorization from PLDs of body expressions is not mediated by simulation of the emotions. The role of simulation in emotion expression from facial cues has previously been supported by associations between facial expression categorization and activation of spontaneous facial muscle movements ([@ref-20]). Moreover, when participants are prevented from engaging these muscle movements, categorization accuracy of ambiguous facial expression is reduced ([@ref-53]; [@ref-54]). While an association between emotion recognition and body movements has been observed when participants rate their own mood ([@ref-66]), a similar association between body expression categorization responses and body movements has not been reported yet. However, evidence for commonalities in the mechanisms underlying processing of face and body expressions are accumulating in the literature. Firstly, similar to facial expressions, sensitivity to body expressions develops early and is observable in 6.5 month old infants for fully-lit body expressions ([@ref-79]) and in 8-month-old infants for PLDs of body expressions ([@ref-50]). Secondly, [@ref-43] reported remarkable commonalities in behavioural and physiological measures in response to body and facial expressions of fear, suggesting that threat-related cues from both sources have a similar effect on arousal and attention allocation. Given these similarities in early sensitivity and automatic responses to both facial and body cues, combined with the accumulating evidence for the role of simulation in facial expression categorization ([@ref-78]; [@ref-51]), it is difficult to assume that simulation processes would not be engaged for body expressions.

A different explanation for the absence of an own-age bias in the present study is that age-related influences on body movements are rather subtle in PLDs of body expressions compared to the influences of emotions on body movements. Body-expressions are often characterized by emotion-typical movements, such as fist and lower arm shaking for anger, upward arm shaking for happiness, or slow forward folding movement for sadness ([@ref-19]; [@ref-2]; [@ref-14]). Simulation of these emotion-specific movements may be more beneficial for rapid judgements about emotional states in others compared to subtle age-related differences in movement characteristics. In face perception, the own-age bias has been reliably reported for recognition of facial identity ([@ref-23]; [@ref-36]; [@ref-21]) yet not consistently for expression processing ([@ref-21]; [@ref-24]; [@ref-25]; [@ref-38]; [@ref-48]; [@ref-59]). Whether a similar discrepancy exists between identity and emotion judgements based on PLDs is not yet known and could be explored in future studies. Identity recognition from whole body PLDs has been found to be modest for identification of a friend (e.g., ∼50%) and at chance level for strangers ([@ref-47]), but recognition can be increased by pre-training and familiarization to PLDs of strangers ([@ref-40]; [@ref-69]). Identity and emotion recognition could therefore be directly compared to investigate potential parallels between body and face processing.

In a third explanation more obvious age cues may be required in the body expression clips for influences of age-related movement characteristics to occur. Experiment 2 demonstrates that simply providing verbal information about the age group of the actor did not induce such effects. This may be because age information was not directly relevant for the task at hand, or because age information is evaluated at a later stage of processing. Age cues are more abundant in fully lit whole body expressions and could potentially lead to stronger simulation when viewing videos with own-age actors. Such explanations are in line with evidence for an own age effect on motor resonance in children in the evaluation of grasping hands reaching for graspable objects ([@ref-45]).

Interestingly, we found that an increase in contact with older adults led to better categorization of older actors' expressions in children, particularly in the younger children (aged 6 and 7). These findings support the idea that exposure to expressions of emotions enhances the recognition of those emotions. Our findings also suggest that this exposure effect is strongest for emotions involving rapid movements. The difference between young children with low or high contact with older adults was most pronounced for clips of older actors expressing happy and angry expression, which are both characterized by rapid and jerky movements in young adults ([@ref-14]). A possible reason may be that the reduced velocity in older actors' movements may have been particularly confusing for the youngest children who have little contact with older adults. Why the association was only observed for younger children is not clear. One possible explanation is that a low contact score on the questionnaire is a more valid measure for the youngest children. These children may not have had the time to build up a solid representation of body movements when contact is low, while older children and adults may have had sufficient time to build up such representations over the years, even if contact is low.

Performance of older adults was significantly lower than for younger adults. This finding is consistent with previous studies, where body expression recognition accuracy was lower in older adults for video clips of fully lit posed body expressions ([@ref-63]; [@ref-64]), PLDs of posed body expressions ([@ref-39]) and for PLDs of 'emotional walkers' ([@ref-68]). Accuracy in body expression recognition was also reduced for child viewers compared to young adults in the present study. Past research suggests that adult levels of body expression categorization can be found for dancing figures and videos of posed body expressions in eight to nine year old children ([@ref-9]; [@ref-44]), whereas a more gradual increase has been observed across childhood and adolescence when PLDs of acted body expressions were used ([@ref-61]). This gradual increase seems consistent with the developmental trajectory observed in childhood for sensitivity to facial expressions for emotions, such as for fear, disgust and surprise ([@ref-30]). Accuracy for disgust and surprise was low for age-groups compared to other four body expressions. Compared to bodily cues, facial expressions for disgust and surprise may be less ambiguous, possibly due to their functional relevance (e.g., constricting nasal passage and closing mouth to reduce inhalation of possible contaminants, [@ref-62]; [@ref-67]) and may be more informative for rapid judgements of a person's emotional state. Both disgust and surprise have not been investigated often with PLDs of body expressions. Only the patch light displays developed by [@ref-2] included disgust whereas surprise has not been used so far. While performance for PLDs of disgust was also lowest compared to other expressions in [@ref-2], accuracy was higher compared to the present study, which may be due to additional form information from the light emitting strips used in their displays, as argued by [@ref-61], or due to different levels of variability in actors' expression of disgust. Greater variability in the enactment of expressions could arguably enhance reliance on retrieval of conceptual and contextual knowledge about a specific emotion ([@ref-27]; [@ref-75]). Development of conceptual understanding of emotions has been suggested to be of critical importance for expression recognition skills in children ([@ref-75]), which could explain why children performed more poorly on clips for disgust and surprise compared to young adults. In contrast, children's accuracy for sad expressions was high, even compared to young adults in experiment two. This could be attributable to the early development of sensitivity to sad and happy expression in childhood ([@ref-12]; [@ref-30]), or it may be that sad body expressions were relatively distinctive in the present study, given that most actors included a slow, downward head-movement in the expression of this emotion. Future studies will be required to verify if the age effect for sadness may be specific to the stimulus-set used in the present study.

To conclude, the present study did not find evidence for an own-age bias in body-expression categorization from point light walkers, suggesting that the kinematics of one's own body movements do not systematically influence the judgment of other's body expressions. However, contact with older adults correlated with the ability to categorize their expressions by children, suggesting that early exposure to age-specific kinematic information improves young children's ability to detect emotions in older adults.
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